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 LOCAL 
 PROVISION 

22.07 Fifteenth Street Retail Policy 

This policy applies to all land on Fifteenth Street between Deakin Avenue and Benetook 
Avenue. 

 Policy Basis 

Mildura Centre Plaza has an important role as the second-largest shopping centre in the 
Mildura urban area, and provides a high degree of accessibility for residents undertaking 
weekly or daily shopping trips (e.g. for groceries).  However, careful consideration needs 
to be given to any proposals for further retail development in this location, in order to 
maintain the primacy of ‘City Heart’ as the main focus for specialty retail activity.   

Expansion of other types of activity, such as entertainment, would be supported only 
where they serve the needs of the primary catchment, rather than providing services to 
the regional or tourist market. 

The Fifteenth Street peripheral sales precinct has developed as an important component 
in the retail hierarchy of the region, and draws from a large regional catchment.  Further 
development of peripheral sales outlets in this location would provide opportunities for 
additional employment and income, where there is proven market demand.  Shop retail 
facilities are discouraged on the basis that this would fragment the retail offering in 
Mildura. 

 Objectives 

 To encourage the Mildura Centre Plaza to operate as a successful sub-regional 
shopping centre in the retail hierarchy. 

 To ensure that any expansion of Mildura Centre Plaza does  not have any detrimental 
effect on the role or operation of City Heart as the as the main focus for specialty 
retail and entertainment-related activity in the retail hierarchy. 

 To encourage the Fifteenth Street precinct to develop as the regional focus for 
peripheral sales activity. 

 Policy  

It is policy that:  

 Mildura Centre Plaza be restricted to a maximum gross leasable floor area for shop of 
21,000 sq. m., unless it can be demonstrated that additional floor space to be used for 
shop will be consistent with the role of the Plaza as a sub-regional retail centre. 

 Bulky goods retailing is encouraged along Fifteenth Street between Deakin Avenue 
and Benetook Avenue. 

 
 


